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A New Hypothesis on the Anisotropic Reynolds Stress Tensor for Turbulent Flows: Volume II: Practical Implementation and Applications of an Anisotropic ... (Fluid Mechanics and Its Applications, 125)Springer, 2020

	This self-contained, interdisciplinary book encompasses mathematics, physics, computer programming, analytical solutions and numerical modelling, industrial computational fluid dynamics (CFD), academic benchmark problems and engineering applications in conjunction with the research field of anisotropic turbulence. It focuses on theoretical...
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Rheumatology: A Color Handbook (Medical Color Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2013

	This book provides the reader with a complete and concise introduction to rheumatic illness. While rheumatic disease often manifests itself in conditions affecting the musculoskeletal system, the authors stress that a comprehensive multidisciplinary approach is needed for diagnosis, to aid understanding of rheumatic disease with multisystem...
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Neurodegenerative Diseases and Metal Ions: Metal Ions in Life SciencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	About the Series...


	Metal Ions in Life Sciences links coordination chemistry and biochemistry in their widest sense and thus increases our understanding of the relationship between the chemistry of metals and life processes. The series reflects the interdisciplinary nature of Biological Inorganic...
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Asthma: The Biography (Biographies of Diseases)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Asthma is a familiar and growing disease today, but its story goes back to the ancient world, as we know from accounts in ancient texts from China, India, Greece and Rome. It was treated with acupuncture and Ayurveda.

	

	As Western medicine developed, the nature of asthma became clearer, and its basis in the lungs recognized....
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Beating Depression: The 'at Your Fingertips' GuideClass Publishing, 2002

	Depression is the commonest illness of all: 40% of the population

	will experience this condition at some time in their lives. It may

	be mild or severe. It can be a brief phase in someone’s life, or can

	lead to prolonged personal unhappiness, sometimes even to selfharm

	or long-term disability. It is often associated with...
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QuickBooks Online For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	The fast and easy way to manage the books with QuickBooks Online


	Searching for a cloud-based accounting solution for your small business? Use this guide to master the fundamentals of QuickBooks Online—the world's most popular software for fast and easy mobile accounting! Inside, you'll find hands-on, practical...
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The ULTIMATE Tesla Coil Design and Construction GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2007
The only book available to cover the Tesla coil in so much    detail
The Ultimate Tesla Coil Design and Construction Guide is a one-stop    reference covering the theory, design tools, and techniques necessary    to create the Tesla coil using modern materials.This    unique resource utilizes Excel spreadsheets to...
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Menopause: Symptoms, causes, orthodox treatment - and how herbal medicine will help (Herbal Health)Herbal Health, 2001

	Are you feeling hotter on occasions than you used to? Do

	you wake up sweating at night? Does your heart

	suddenly thump for no reason or feel as though it’s

	missed a beat? If your periods are lighter, or more

	irregular, if you can’t shed weight as you used to and you

	suffer from vaginal soreness, if you are over 40...
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Hypochondriasis: Modern Perspectives on an Ancient MaladyOxford University Press, 2001
Hypochondriasis remains controversial, despite its 2000-year history. Although it is considered a mental disorder, hypochondriasis is often regarded as a defense mechanism, peculiar cognitive/ perceptual style, means of nonverbal communication, response to stress, abnormal illness behavior, personality trait, distinct personality disturbance, and...
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Mudras: Yoga in Your HandsWeiser Books, 2000
Mudras also playfully called the "finger power  points" are yoga positions for your hands and fingers. They can  be practiced sitting, lying down, standing, or walking. They can  be done at any time and place while stuck in traffic, at the  office, watching TV, or whenever you have to twiddle your thumbs  waiting for something. Hirschi...
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Military-to-Civilian Career Transition Guide: The Essential Job Search Handbook for Service MembersJIST Works, 2004
This book provides a framework for career transition for military service members and their families. While other books similar in scope address just one or two aspects of the job search process, this one addresses the actual entire transition process and includes the family perspective with it.
Key Features:   

	Considers the...
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Yoga Exercises for Teens: Developing a Calmer Mind and a Stronger Body (SmartFun Activity Books)Hunter House, 2008
Yoga provides not only an excellent, low-impact workout, it also helps young people in key areas such as body awareness, flexibility, concentration, stress reduction, and self-expression. The exercises and games in this easy-to-follow guide are specifically designed to fit the needs of teenagers and to show teens how to work out and train...
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